
Dear parents 

 

I can hardly believe we have reached term 6 and the final week of school 

already.  In September, the year seems to stretch out endlessly before us, 

however before we know it, uniforms are too small, five pairs of shoes have 

been wrecked, CEW has been and gone and your son's are preparing to step into 

year 8.   

 

To say that I am very proud of all your son’s achievements this year would be an 

understatement. It has been a delight to see them all develop and grow and I am 

excited to see what the next few years will bring for them all at St Boniface’s. 

As you probably already know your son will have a new Head of Year in 

September and so I wanted to thank you all in helping me to support your son in 

their first year at St Boniface’s. 

 

I wish you all a safe and happy summer holidays. 

 

Mrs J Lavers 

 

7EK 
 
Terms 5 and 6 have been as productive and successful as ever in 7EK, as you 

know we have a fine selection of sportsmen in our tutor group and this term has 

brought another wealth of successes both in and out of school.  Congratulations 

go to the following pupils in particular: 

 

Football 

H.E. and J.B. were awarded managers player this season for their respective 

football teams: SB Frankfurt Under 13's and Central Park FC. 

C.U. has been playing amazingly as always and his impressive footwork has 

recently led him to score three goals in three games! 

J.H. although very coy about the whole thing was recently scouted by 

Southampton FC, to play centre back (get your autographs now for this 

upcoming star!). 

 

Diving 

C.B. who, in practice for upcoming diving competitions has perfected the tricky 

tucked pike roll off the 5 metre board. 

 

It is not only in sports that 7EK thrive and I must acknowledge the academic 

excellence of J.T, who in his recent science assessment achieved a grade 3, this 



is an absolutely amazing grade J.T., could we have a future Nobel prize winner in 

our midst!! 

 

On behalf of 7EK, I would like to thank all the parents for your constant 

support this academic year.  I have thoroughly enjoyed working with both you 

and your son's and I will certainly miss them next year when I must hand them 

onto another tutor in school to look after. 

 

I hope you all have a lovely summer holiday and that your son's have a well-

deserved rest. 

 

God bless, 

E. Kendall 

 

7VT 

 
I have been very impressed with the enthusiasm and determination shown by 

the vast majority of 7VT to gain merits for our tutor group via charity events, 

helping others, excellent class work & commitment to learning in lessons.  

I am very proud of the tutor group as you set a great example to others around 

the college e.g. supporting charity events, organising and supporting each other 

in sports day, helping out at open evenings, supporting year 5 pupils in the open 

days, reciting the college prayer by heart each morning, showing kindness to 

others, good behaviour during fire drills etc. 

You have been a pleasure to support as a tutor group and I will certainly miss 

you all but look forward to seeing how you have all progressed when I return 

from maternity leave. Good luck in Year 8 and keep up the excellent work! 

 
Mrs Taylor  
 

7MS 

It’s been a successful year for 7MS who a have gathered the most merits over 

the year.  

 

Good luck and best wishes to 7MS next year. Be as awesome for your new tutor 

as you have been for me.  

Mr Savage 

 



7OES  

I can't believe we are at the end of this academic year! And what an incredible 11 

months it has been. 7OES have been on an incredible journey overcoming many 

obstacles and celebrating even more successes.  

It all began back in September where tutor and tutees felt like deer in the headlights, 

but as time has gone on, every individual in the tutor group have gone on to make heaps 

of social, physical and academic progress. I have felt very privileged to be apart of 

their accomplishments and to watch them unfold.  

I have to begin with the sheer volume of sporting success associated with 7OES. After 

dominating the house games competitions throughout the year 7OES had provided our 

house, Grimshaw, with the best possible springboard for Sports Day success. And yes, 

you guessed it, the boys were ever majestic in their wins at Sports Day, no doubt 

playing the biggest hand in Grimshaw's whole school sports triumph.  

Futhermore 83% of the tutor group attended some form of extra-curricular activity. 

This a fantastically high amount, which resonates as so many of the boys went onto 

represent the college in a variety of sports and competitions. On doing so members of 

the tutor group are city champions and county representatives, a fantastic 

achievement.  

Seeing the boys mature over this year, taking on responsibility, managing themselves 

and shaping their bright futures has been an incredible experience. I couldn't have 

asked for a more diverse and dynamic tutor group in my first year of teaching. I'd like 

to take this opportunity each one of them for their hard work this year.  

I'll be sorry to have to let them go.  

Mr Elliott-Smith 

 

 


